We propose a data-driven framework to enable the modeling and optimization of human-machine interaction processes, e.g., systems aimed at assisting humans in decisionmaking or learning, work-load allocation, and interactive advertising. This is a challenging problem for several reasons. First, humans' behavior is hard to model or infer, as it may reflect biases, long term memory, and sensitivity to sequencing, i.e., transience and exponential complexity in the length of the interaction. Second, due to the interactive nature of such processes, the machine policy used to engage with human may bias possible data-driven inferences. Finally, in choosing machine policies that optimize interaction rewards, one must, on the one hand, avoid being overly sensitive to error/variability in the estimated human model, and on the other, being overly deterministic/predictable which may result in poor human 'engagement' in the interaction. To meet these challenges, we propose a robust approach, based on the maximum entropy principle, which iteratively estimates human behavior and optimizes the machine policy, namely Alternating Entropy-Reward Ascent (AREA) algorithm. We characterize AREA, in terms of its space and time complexity and convergence. We also provide an initial validation based on synthetic data generated by an established noisy nonlinear model for human decision-making.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computing and information systems are increasingly prevalent in our daily lives, which forms a variety of human-in-the-loop systems. Many such systems are interactive in the sense that, humans and machines take decisions/actions in response to each other, forming a sequence driven by unknown dynamics associated with human behavior. For instance, one can view web searches as an interactive process, where humans' search history, attention, and eventual decisions reflect an interaction with the machine's sequencing, placement and timing of advertisements. The industry refers to such interactive processes as 'conversion paths' and is increasingly interested in optimizing their outcomes [8] . Such problems involving interactions are usually studied under the context of Markov decision processes (MDP) and its variants, see, e.g., [15] , [4] , [3] . However, the actual problem associated with inter-active processes presents several challenges which remain unsolved, including the following.
Complexity of inferring interactive human behavior. In this paper we will focus on structured human-machine interactions where one has modeled both human and machine behaviour/choices over time, and the setting arises repeatedly either by the same person or by a large population. The outcomes of such interactions can depend subtly on the history thus one can expect exponential complexity to be a challenge-unless the underlying processes have a 'nice' structure. Such assumption is essential for widely studied problems including MDP [15] , [4] , [3] , reinforcement learning [9] , [17] , and multi-armed bandit problem [5] , where human decision-making processes are assumed to be independent across time, or have one-step Markov property. However, those assumptions are questionable according to studies on human cognition, see, e.g., [13] .
One recent work considering long-term dependency is deep Q-learning [12] , where authors used a complex neural network to capture the potential value of a state-action pair, where the state may incorporate complex historical information. However, because most interactive processes are transient, as both human and machine accumulate a history of decisions over time, one might expect the data requirements of carrying out deep Q-learning is quite high.
Biases in collecting data in interaction processes. Inferring a model for human behavior in the context of humanmachine interaction process is also challenging because to collect data one must choose a machine policy to 'interact' with humans. This may in turn lead to 'biased' inferences of human behavior. In particular, a machine policy that focuses on 'rewarding' actions may preclude exploration/observation of other interaction modalities. Similar consideration was explored in partially observable MDP [11] to improve the efficiency of the solution, and in multiarmed bandit problem [5] , [1] to achieve better explorationexploitation tradeoff. However, data-driven models and inferences should respect the causal nature of human-machine interactions, but how to model/promote the randomness of a causal model remains unknown.
Robustness and exploration in optimizing machine interactions. A general data-driven framework for modeling and optimizing human-machine interaction processes might be viewed as involving two concerns. On one hand, engaging humans in interaction to collect data to infer models of human behavior, and on the other, using models of human behavior to choose machine policies optimizing interaction 'rewards,' i.e., the effectiveness of the sequence of machine actions in nudging human towards desirable outcomes. To that end, it is desirable to choose machine policies which are not overly sensitive to sampling noise in data collection and/or variability in human behavior. Also, of interest are policies that are not overly deterministic/predictable, as in some settings, such policies may be poor in keeping humans 'engaged', see, e.g., [6] , and poor in eliciting informative human-machine data sets.
Contributions. In this paper, we propose a data-driven framework to jointly solve the estimation and optimization problems associated with human-machine interaction processes. We adopt an inference technique based on a constrained maximum entropy principle for interactive processes, see [21] , [22] . This allows one to incorporate prior knowledge of the (possibly) relevant features of human behavior, via moment constraints associated with interaction functions. We consider optimizing machine policies based on an interaction reward function with an entropy-based regularization term. This aims to find machine policies which maximize rewards, are robust to estimation noise, and maintain a degree of exploration when interacting with humans. Our proposed Alternating Reward-Entropy Ascent (AREA) Algorithm, alternates between data-collecting, estimation of human behavior, and the optimization of machine policy, with a view on reaching a consistent fixed point. We provide a characterization of various properties of AREA. In particular, for decomposable and/or path-based feature and reward functions, we devise a computationally efficient approach to estimation and optimization steps. The approach takes advantage of defining a stopping time over the interaction and the conditional Markov property of the estimated human model, to significantly reduce space and time complexity. We provide a theoretical characterization of the AREA algorithm in terms of its convergence, along with simple preliminary evaluation results based on synthetic data obtained from a noisy nonlinear model for human decision-making.
II. PROBLEM FORMATION
We shall consider a structured discrete time humanmachine interaction process over a period of time 1, 2, . . . , T , which can be viewed as a pair of sequences of random variables, (H 1 , . . . , H T ) corresponding to human actions/responses if any, and (M 1 , . . . , M T ) denoting those of the machine. We shall assume the random variables H t , M t capture discrete human and machine actions at time t, and, without loss of generality, that for all t, H t ∈ H, where H denotes the human's action space, and M t ∈ M, where M corresponds to the machine's action space 1 . Throughout this paper we assume that |H| and |M| are finite. To simplify notation, we let H t = (H 1 , . . . , H t ) for t = 1, . . . , T , and similarly define M t . When t = 0, H t or M t contains no elements. We assume that the human and the machine take turns, such that the machine's action at time t + 1, i.e., M t+1 depends on H t , M t while that of the human at time t + 1, i.e., H t+1 depends on H t , M t+1 . The joint distribution of (H T , M T ) captures the interplay between the human and machine. Depending on the setting, the human refers to a particular individual or a population, where the behavior can be captured via a stable distributional model.
We shall assume that when a human and machine interact, the machine's policy is known and captured by a collection of conditional distributions Q, for succinctness denoted by Q(m t |h t−1 , m t−1 )
It is easy to show that joint distribution of (H T , M T ), denoted by P Q, resulting from a human model P interacting with a machine policy Q, can be decomposed
and
correspond to the causally conditioned distributions of the human and the machine, i.e., products of sequentially conditioned distributions. We will assume that data of human-machine interactions can be collected by fixing a machine policy, and keeping track of the realizations of such interactions. We let P * (h T m T ) denote the true human behavior and P (h T m T ) an estimated model thereof. We let P Q(A) denote the probability of an event A measurable w.r.t.
When we collect interaction data of the human with a machine policy Q(m T h T ) we denote expected value under the associated empirical distribution byÊ P * Q where in the ideal case (no noise) we havê
A. Data-driven human model estimation
A brute force approach to modeling human behaviour would be to directly estimate the conditional distributions {P * (h t |h t−1 , m t ), t = 1, . . . , T } based on the collected data which is clearly not scalable. Instead, in this paper we embrace the extension of constrained maximum entropy estimation to interactive processes developed in [22] , [19] .
In this setting, one defines a set of feature functions ideally known to capture relevant characteristics of human behavior which become equality and inequality constraints in the estimation process. The choice of such features would be motivated by known frameworks for understanding human behavior in dynamic environments, e.g, the effort accuracy [14] , exploration-exploitation [10] , soft constraints [7] , and specific character of the humanmachine interaction. The equality constraints are based on matching the moments of a set of feature functions
and their moments based the empirical distribution when interacting with a given machine policy Q, which are denoted by c f :
. Below we will neglect sampling errors by assuming thatÊ
where G is another set of feature functions whose moments are constrained not to exceed pre-specified thresholds c g = {c i g , i ∈ G}. Formally, for a given machine policy Q(m T h T ), we are interested in models for human behaviour P (h T m T ) satisfying the following constraints
The maximum entropy estimation principle chooses the model for human behaviour in P Q F ,G with maximum entropy. In the case of interactive processes, since the machine policy Q(m T h T ) is known we shall maximize the entropy of the causally conditioned distributions of the human behavior model. In particular, the causally conditioned entropy of human behaviour model P (h T m T ) given machine policy in use is Q(m T h T ), is given by
In the sequel we consider optimizing functionals of the causally conditioned distributions for the human (and the machine). Doing so means optimizing over a set of conditioned distributions {P (h t |h t−1 , m t ) | t = 1, . . . , T }, which for simplicity we also denote by P (h T m T ). It can be shown that these collections of distributions belong to a convex polytope denoted by C H (resp. C M , for machine optimization). Indeed, according to [21] , P (h T m T ) ∈ C H is equivalent to the requirement that P (h T m T ) can be factorized into a product of conditional distributions as in (1) . Similar result holds true for Q(m T h T ). This generalizes the notion of optimizing over a set of distributions with a given support, e.g., over the simplex. In the sequel for the sake of simplicity, we will omit the constraints P (h T m T ) ∈ C H and Q(m T h T ) ∈ C M when they appear in optimization problems-it is assumed to be understood that one is optimizing over causally conditioned distributions that must be properly normalized. The overall human estimation problem can thus be expressed as follows.
Definition 1: (Human estimation problem) Given a known machine policy Q(m T h T ) and a set of moments c f associated with human-machine interaction for equality constraints, the constrained maximum entropy estimate model for human behavior, sayP (h T m T ) is the solution to the following problem:
Note that since this problem is convex, the solution P (h T m T ) is unique. However, it depends on underlying machine policy Q both through the cost function and the constraints.
B. Machine optimization
We assume one has defined a reward function r(h T , m T ) over human-machine interactions. This function might reflect both desirable human outcomes/decisions as well as machine costs for taking certain sequences of actions. Given an estimated model for the human behaviour, P (h T m T ), one can in turn consider choosing a reward maximizing machine policy, i.e.,
A direct optimization of the reward as above would result in machine policies that take deterministic actions associated with the 'best' choices. Such policies are likely to be vulnerable to the error in the estimated human behaviour model due to the sampling noise. This has also been observed in the context of reinforcement learning, see, e.g., [2] , [16] . Such machine policies may also be limited in the degree to which they 'explore' interaction with the human, and thus subsequently the obtained interaction data may lead to poor estimates of human behavior and sub-optimal results. Further, we also posit that deterministic machine policies have poor characteristics from a human interaction perspective, e.g., might also be boring/too predictable, leading to poor engagement [6] , and/or in certain settings may be unfair. For example, in an advertising setting, one might want to incorporate randomness in placing advertisements to ensure fairness and/or encourage competition.
To address these concerns we propose adding a 'regularizing' entropy term to the reward function. Thus given an estimated model for human behaviorP , the machine's policy is obtained as the solution to the following problem.
Definition 2: (Machine policy optimization problem) Given an estimated model for human behaviorP (h T m T ), the reward maximizing machine policy is given by the solution to
where γ > 0 controls the degree to which one weighs entropy versus reward in the machine policies. We shall realize that this formulation is in fact similar to human estimation problem introduced earlier.
C. Closing the loop: Alternating Reward-Entropy Ascent (AREA) Algorithm
Note that the optimized machine policy obtained via (5) depends on an estimated model for human behavior, which in turn was estimated by solving (4) based on data obtained from human-machine interactions using the previously selected machine policy. The two machine policies need not to be the same, possibly making the estimation and optimization steps inconsistent. To resolve this, we propose Alternating Reward-Entropy Ascent (AREA) algorithm exhibited in Figure 1 . We begin with a default machine policy (for example, the machine might choose actions at random), denoted byQ (0) (m T h T ). Under this machine policy we collect data/realizations of human machine interactions. Then from the data, we can estimate the feature moments, which, in turn, enable estimation of a model for human behaviorP (0) through our inference phase, i.e., (4) . Based on the estimated model of human behavior we generate a new machine policy through the machine optimization phase, where the optimization is based onP (0) , obtaining the next machine policyQ (1) . This alternating process generates a sequence of causally conditioned distributions given byQ (0) →P (0) →Q (1) → P (1) → . . . , which we refer to as AREA iterations.
III. SOLUTION TO AREA'S OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
The Lagrangians for the optimization problems (4) and (5) have similar forms. We shall begin our discussion of the solution approach, based on [22] , for the human estimation problem and subsequently that of the machine optimization, pointing out some key results and notation that will be critical for our development in the sequel.
A. Solution to human estimation problem
It has been shown in [22] that the human estimation problem is concave in P (h T m T ) given Q(m T h T ), and the solution can be found by its dual. In the sequel it will be useful to denote the solution to the human estimation problem by h * (Q, c f , c g ) to make clear its dependence on Q the machine policy, c f the feature moments estimated from human-machine interactions, and the constants c g .
B. Solution to machine optimization problem
It should be clear at this point that the the objective function in (5) is similar to the Lagrangian of Problem (4) with a fixed 'dual variable' γ. Thus the following result is fairly straightforward.
Theorem 1: For a given model of human behavior P (h T m T ) the solution to the machine optimization problem (5),Q(m T h T ) is given as follows. Let
. Please see [20] for detailed proof. In the sequel it will be useful to represent the result stated in Theorem 1 as follows. In particular the auxiliary function Y γ := {Y γ (m t |h t−1 , m t−1 ), ∀1 ≤ t ≤ T } generated by the procedure given in Theorem 1 depends on the human model and so is denoted by Y γ = m(P ). The associated optimal machine policyQ is in turn a function of Y γ denoted byQ = m * (Y γ ).
IV. COMPLEXITY OF AREA ALGORITHM
As can be seen, the dual problem of human estimation problem is over a vector λ of dimension |F| + |G|. The authors of [22] shows that we can find the optimal dual variables by a recursion only involves computing the expectation of feature functions, respect to joint distribution P λ Q, where P λ is the human distributional model associated with λ. However when updating the dual variables, computing those expectations are intractable in the most general setting. Specifically, if we define the space complexity as the number of variables that need to be stored, and the time complexity as the number of basic math operations (e.g. addition, multiplication and exponential function evaluation) required to carry out the update, we can see that because the number of conditioning sequences in the solution to the human estimation problem grows exponentially in T , thus if we need to put all conditional PMFs into the memory and then compute the joint PMF accordingly, both space and time complexities required are exponential in T . Fortunately, when the feature functions have specific forms, the complexity of computing such updates can be reduced. Specifically, we will discuss cases where one iteration of AREA algorithm described in Section II-C has polynomial complexity in T .
is said to be pathbased if it is proportional to the indicator function of a specific realization of the human-machine interaction, say
Note that it is always desirable to include the reward function in the equality feature set F to ensure that the estimated human model matches the true human behavior in terms of the associated mean rewards. Then we have the following result. Remark: We envisage that the inclusion of path-based and decomposable feature and reward functions might allows a fairly rich framework to capture relevant interaction characteristics. In particular path-based features are capable of modeling detailed long-term memory in human-machine interactions while decomposable features can model shortterm dependencies. As shown in Theorem 2, for such settings, the solution to (4) and (5) require steps with only polynomial space and time complexity. Please see [20] for detailed proof.
V. AREA CONVERGENCE
As discussed in previous sections, the AREA Algorithm is aimed at achieving high rewards through consistency in the estimated human model and optimized machine policy. In this section, we characterize AREA's convergence properties.
The convergence of the algorithm can be guaranteed easily in two extremal cases. Clearly, if the set of feature functions F and G is rich enough that the true human behaviour is recovered as the solution to (4), then AREA converges. Or, if the feature set is sufficient to guarantee that the actual human behavior along the 'paths' that are impactive to reward is perfectly captured by the estimated human model, then AREA also converges in one iteration. See [20] for details.
For more general cases, the convergence of AREA algorithm is subtle. Note that the human estimation problem (4) depends on the machine policy Q(m T h T ) used. Thus given Q(m T h T ) at the current iteration one can determine the associated model for human behavior h * (Q, c f , c g ) which may in turn change the optimal machine policy. This makes the analysis of convergence difficult. In order to facilitate the convergence, we propose introducing an additional inequality constraint to the human estimation problem (4) .
During the nth iteration, given the previously obtained P (n−1) andQ (n) we shall include the following stepdependent inequality constraint in G. Let g 0,(n) (h T , m T ) = − logQ (n) (m T h T ) + γr(h T , m T ), and let c 0,(n) g = EP (n−1)Q(n) [g 0,(n) (H T , M T )], then on AREA iteration n we require that E PQ (n) [g 0,(n) (H T , M T )] ≥ c 0,(n) g in addition.
Let us define a sequence {L (n) } of entropy regularized expected rewards across iterations, i.e., L (n) := EP (n)Q(n) [g 0,(n) (H T , M T )]. Then we have the following result.
Theorem 3: Consider the AREA algorithm optimizing a human-machine interactive process with a fixed sets of equality/inequality constraints F and G. Suppose G is modified to G (n) by adding the additional step-dependent inequality constraint E PQ (n) [g 0,(n) (H T , M T )] ≥ c 0,(n) g . Then the modified AREA iterations generate a bounded nondecreasing sequence {L (n) }, which must converge.
Remark: Note that when the conditions in Theorem 2 holds true, thenQ (n) takes independent actions once the path deviates from the support of all path-based feature functions. Thus the introduced step-dependent feature function can be written as:
which is still a weighted sum of path-based functions and decomposable functions. This in turn means that the added constraint is such that iteration steps will still have the polynomial complexity shown in Theorem 2. L (n) can be regarded as a measure of the performance of the associated machine policyQ (n) . Indeed ifQ (n) were a fixed point of AREA recursion, then the optimal objective function of (5) would have converged to L (n) . Also note that by further assuming that the feature and reward functions are decomposable, we can characterize the performance for the converging sequence {L (n) }-see [20] .
VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct a preliminary numerical evaluation of AREA using synthetic human-machine interaction data based on the Leaky Competing Accumulator (LCA) model, see [18] . This non-linear noisy model is known to capture common human decision-making processes driven by external stimuli.
A. Robustness against sampling noise
Throughout the paper we have assumed no sampling noise when estimating the moments of features. In practice the available data may be limited or costly and thus noisy estimates are inevitable. The robustness of maximum entropy inference against such noise is mathematically characterized in Theorem 6 of [22] . In this section, we will explore the robustness of the AREA algorithm to noise when the number of samples per iteration are limited. See [20] for detailed set-up.
We consider a setting where T = 30, H = {1, . . . , 6}, M = {1, . . . , 6} and γ = 2. The reward function is r(h T , m T ) = T t=1 r t (h t , m t ), where r t (h t , m t ) = 1 {t mod 5=0} 1 {ht=1} + 1 {t mod 5 =0} 1 {ht =1} , i.e., we are looking to funnel the human behavior to choosing 1 only at t = 5, 10, · · · , 30. The features include the reward function itself, together with the number of times human follows the machine f 1 (h T , m T ) = T t=1 1 {ht=mt} , and a 'weighted' number of times of following occurs emphasizing critical times, i.e., t = 5, 10, · · · , 30,
The challenge for the machine here is to learn to drive human (nonlinear model) away from 1 and back to 1 periodically.
The results in Fig. 2(a) exhibit the convergence of the regularized reward function L vs the number of AREA steps, when different numbers of samples are used to estimate the moments in AREA's inference step. Clearly, AREA converges almost immediately although it exhibits variations when small samples (≤ 100) are used.
B. Performance in average reward and causally conditioned entropy
Next we compare the performance of AREA to a simple Q-learning algorithm [9] with finite memory. We shall compare the attained reward and empirical causally conditioned entropy of the optimized machine policies. In this setting the humans' actions are viewed as the environment. Thus, instead of 'scoring' each action based on the most recent humans' response, Q-learning scores each action based on the most recent τ interactions, together with t to accommodate the transient nature of the process, i.e., it keeps track of Q((h t−τ +1 , . . . , h t , m t−τ +1 , . . . , m t ), t + 1, m t+1 ).
At time t, the machine chooses an action using a softmax of the Q function given the latest interaction history (h t−τ +1 , . . . , h t , m t−τ +1 , . . . , m t ) and t + 1, and then updates the Q function accordingly. We shrink the state space to |H| = |M| = 3 and T = 20 so the Q function fits in the memory and also change γ to 4 to put more emphasis on reward. We shall consider the same rewards and features as in Section VI-A. of AREA. We will let both algorithms complete 100 'interactions' with our synthetic human model. For AREA, we collect 10 humanmachine interaction samples per AREA iteration, and run 10 iterations in total. For Q-learning we also allow a total of 100 interactions. We set τ = 1 since further experiments show that greater τ impairs the performance of Q-learning for it requires more samples to learn. The detailed setup for Q-learning can be found in [20] . We kept track of the average reward obtained, estimated causally conditioned entropy of machine obtained for both algorithms after integrating the first n samples. We run the simulation 5 rounds to obtain the average, and the results, together with the 90% confidence intervals are shown in Figure 2(b) . These representative results suggest that typically AREA algorithm is very efficient, delivering higher rewards than Q-learning while at the same time realizing (as desired) higher machine policy entropy with a very limited number of samples. The paper proposes a general data-driven framework to optimize possibly complex human-machine interaction processes. At the core is the AREA algorithm which jointly solves the problem of estimating a model for human behaviour and optimizing the machine policy based on a constrained maximum entropy estimation. An underlying goal is to enable the integration of domain-specific knowledge regarding relevant interaction characteristics or known human biases by matching the observed moments of feature functions. The paper details the formal optimization problems and solutions underlying the AREA algorithm and explores a modification to significantly reduce the complexity when the feature and reward functions are pathbased and/or decomposable. The setting considered is fairly general, allowing one to incorporate human-machine interactions with long memory. The characterization of AREA is provided in terms of (i) its space and time complexity, and (ii) its convergence in various settings. A simple numerical evaluation is used to demonstrate the robustness of AREA to noise when sample sizes are limited, along with a performance comparison to Q-learning. The analysis and simple validation suggest that AREA may achieve most of its gains in one iteration particularly if sufficient domain specific features/rewards are properly integrated.
